Some figures about MINES ParisTech:

1783 Foundation of Ecole Royale des Mines, in Paris
150 number of Master in Science and Executive Engineering degrees awarded per year
140 number of partner universities worldwide
100 number of PhD awarded per year
2 number of Nobel Prize laureates (Economics & Physics)
1 rank of MINES ParisTech in recent rankings of engineering schools by national media (for the graduates' salary, interest for employers, contractual research...)

Applicants must have successfully completed a Bachelor degree (or equivalent) in their home university by September of the following academic year.

PROCEDURE & DEADLINE
- Contact the International Office of your university, which organizes the pre-selection of the applications.
- Fill out the application form available at: http://www.mines-paristech.eu/admissions

Eligible candidates will be asked to take a written test and be interviewed in their home country by MINES ParisTech representatives.

Final admission will be announced by the late December.

Precise dates will be announced by e-mail or by your International Office.

Alternatively, possibility to attend part of this Engineering Course for a semester or one year as visiting-student (please refer to our website).

PACKAGE OFFERED
- Admitted students from partner universities will benefit from a tuition waiver for the total duration of their studies at MINES ParisTech.
- Scholarships covering living expenses in France will be offered to most supported Companies.
- Accommodation proposed in our student’s Residence “Maison des Mines” €300/month.
- French language Summer intensive training (1.5 to 2 months) covered by MINES ParisTech, if necessary.
- The application form is available at: http://www.mines-paristech.eu/admissions

One of the best Graduate Institute in Science and Engineering (Elite French “Grande Ecole”) invites you to join its prestigious Master in Science and Executive Engineering Programme (2 years) in Science and Executive Engineering Programme (2 years).